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SANDFORD ST. MARTIN’S PRIMARY SCHOOL 

Full Governing Body Meeting 

Minutes of the meeting held on Thursday 18 October 2018, 18:00, Year 6 Oak Class 

Present:   Mary Appleton (Foundation Governor, MA);      

 Paul Beveridge (Head Teacher, PB);       

 Revd Stuart Cocksedge (Foundation Governor, SC);    

 Jackie Jeanes (Foundation Governor, JJ);      

 David Kimble (Foundation Governor, DAK);       

 Diane Kimble (Foundation Governor, DIK);                                                             

 Colin Logan (Associate Member, CL);     

 Hannah Malleson (Staff Governor, HM; left meeting 20:00);    

 Anthony Muraro (Foundation Governor, Chair, AM; left meeting 20;15);          

 Clare Pampin (Deputy Head, Associate Member, CP);     

 Kathryn Webb (Parent Governor, KW);     

 Graham Worthy (Parent Governor, GW) 

Attending: Ann Bell (Clerk, AB) 

    Deborah Smith (Visitor, DS; left meeting 20:15) 
 

No. Agenda Item 

 

Action 

1. Opening Prayers and welcome to new and returning board members: 

 

The meeting was opened in prayer by the Chair at 18:00.  The Chair then 

welcomed new board members, Colin Logan and James Hewitson, and returning 

board member, Mary Appleton.   

 

The Chair also welcomed Deborah Smith who was attending the meeting as a 

visitor while her re-nomination as LA governor is pending approval. 

 

 

2. Apologies for Absence:  

 

Apologies were received and accepted from Jane Lewis and Sally Roberts.  The 

Chair informed Governors that he would need to leave the meeting by 20;15, but 

that the vice-Chair would continue to chair the meeting, if necessary. 

 

 

3. Absences: None 

 

 

4. Declarations of Business and any other Interests: None  

 

 

 

5. Minutes of the previous FGB meeting of 19 July 2018:  

 

The ordinary minutes of 19 July 2018 were accepted as an accurate record, 

signed and dated by the Chair. 

 

Clerk to upload 
e-copy to school 
website, file 
signed copy in 
School and send 
e-copies to DCC 
and SDBE 

6. Matters arising from minutes of the previous FGB meeting of 19 July 2018: 

 

a. Alarm re-zoning: action ongoing 

 
PB to organise 

non-term time 

engineer visit 
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The HT was not convinced that this was a good use of time or effort but agreed 

to contact engineer for a non-term time visit.  The Chair felt that a solution is still 

required and offered to unlock and lock School for the engineer’s visit.  

 

b. Sandmartins’ lease update: 

  

The Chair informed Governors that he has received an email1 from Corry 

Provan, DCC’s Estate Surveryor, to the effect that, should Sandmartins’ Activity 

Club wish to withdraw from their activities on the school site, the lease will 

terminate. All options will then be considered by DCC at  

the time and the school will be included in that process in the same way as 

anybody else. 

 

c. SDBE Governor training update: action complete 

 

All Foundation Governors have now signed up for mandatory Diocese training 

and the RE Link Governor, Jackie Jeanes will be attending ‘Understanding 

Christianity’ training on 18 January 2019.  The HT was happy to approve the 

necessary PSA credit purchase. 

 

d. GDPR-compliant School email addresses for Governors: action complete 

 

All Governors now have School email accounts to be used for all governance 

communication.  There are still a few teething problems, but the majority of 

Governors are now using their accounts successfully.  The Clerk is available to 

help resolve any remaining issues. 

 

e. Governor self-review update:   

 

CL and the Clerk met on 17 October to look at options for a governance self-

review.  The first step will be to provide Governors with a 1.5 - 2 hour information 

session which will be followed up by self-review.  The information session, to be 

held in School, will be scheduled in the New Year, w/c 21 or 28 Jan, depending 

on availability. 

 

f. Cross-reference School’s existing fire/water check templates with Premises’ 

Management Register to ensure consistency: action complete 

 

The HT has checked the caretaker’s existing fire/water check documents 

against SDBE’s Register and is satisfied that they are fit-for-purpose.  School will 

therefore continue to use the two systems in tandem to ensure that everything is 

covered. 

 

g. School website annual compliance audit: action complete 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
1 For Corry Provan’s 10 OCT 2018, see: GVO >  Finance & Resources 
Committee >  Library >  Correspondence >  Correspondence 2018-19 >  01b: 10 OCT 2018 email DCC, Corry Provan, 
to AM re School’s position following any future termination of Sandmartins lease 

https://www.thegvoffice.net/LotusQuickr/sandford/Main.nsf/A7986FD2A9CD47090525670800167225/50329577DA6E12C18025821D004C7C65/?OpenDocument#{Q_event=Q_General_GoToBasePlace&Q_id=quickr_widgets_misc_eventlink_120}
https://www.thegvoffice.net/LotusQuickr/sandford/Main.nsf/A7986FD2A9CD47090525670800167225/50329577DA6E12C18025821D004C7C65/?OpenDocument#{type=1&unid=F8D216F6DA10005C802575A6002024A2}
https://www.thegvoffice.net/LotusQuickr/sandford/Main.nsf/A7986FD2A9CD47090525670800167225/50329577DA6E12C18025821D004C7C65/?OpenDocument#{type=1&unid=F8D216F6DA10005C802575A6002024A2}
https://www.thegvoffice.net/LotusQuickr/sandford/Main.nsf/A7986FD2A9CD47090525670800167225/50329577DA6E12C18025821D004C7C65/?OpenDocument#{type=1&unid=7DA7F3492DE3902F80258123003FA36E}
https://www.thegvoffice.net/LotusQuickr/sandford/Main.nsf/A7986FD2A9CD47090525670800167225/50329577DA6E12C18025821D004C7C65/?OpenDocument#{type=1&unid=1C4D1A4C56CAF4E4802581230041E7F2}
https://www.thegvoffice.net/LotusQuickr/sandford/Main.nsf/A7986FD2A9CD47090525670800167225/50329577DA6E12C18025821D004C7C65/?OpenDocument#{type=1&unid=0C5AB88C9EACDBA08025830E00447557}
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The annual statutory compliance audit of the School website has been 

completed2 by the Clerk and the HT.  Main issues identified: 

 

• Lack of reading and phonics’ statement; this has now been rectified - see 

Phonics and Reading statement for Early Years, Key Stage 1&2 at: 

http://www.sandfordprimary.dorset.sch.uk/our-school/our-curriculum/ 

 

• Out-of-date (non-statutory) content on Year Group tabs at: 

http://www.sandfordprimary.dorset.sch.uk/year-groups/ 

 

Governors were very concerned that the out-of-date Year Group content 

would present an unfavourable impression to both parents and Ofsted.  The HT 

assured Governors that the out-of-date content would be removed over half-

term by Anna Taylor and that teachers’ logins will be checked to ensure that 

they are able to post live content (photos, PDFs etc.) that can be uploaded 

relatively easily.    

  

The Clerk emphasised that the focus of the audit had been on statutory content 

compliance rather than ‘nice-to-have’ content and urged Governors to make 

themselves familiar with DCC’s guidance regarding what must be published on 

a school website3 so that they are in an informed position to hold School leaders 

accountable in future. 

 

Governors also expressed concern about the school Facebook page which has 

currently configured settings to show ‘photos’, ‘recommendations and reviews’ 

and ‘videos’ before recent ‘posts’ in its tab priority list.  This could give the 

impression that the page is out-of-date, although this is not actually the case. 

 

h. WRYFC/School lease agreement update:  

 

The Chair reported that unfortunately Wareham Rangers Youth Football Club 

will no longer be using the School site for training and matches due to WRYFC’s 

decision not to obtain the necessary additional insurance cover. 

 

i. Progress towards GDPR compliance:  

 

The HT was pleased to report that GDPR has now been incorporated into the 

2018-19 SIAP and that School’s new Data Protection Officer (DPO), Nicky Marsh, 

has set out the next series of actions to be completed before Christmas.  Top 

priority will be a School data map, followed by creation of new privacy notices 

for pupils and staff, a new retention schedule and training on Subject Access 

Requests (SARs).  An online package is also available to purchase (£300 - £395 

p.a.) to handle remote auditing, training, data breach reporting etc.  This 

purchase will be discussed in detail at the next FRC meeting on 20 November. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Clerk to include 

purchase of 

onlineGDPR 

package on 

next FRC 

agenda, 20 NOV 

2018. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
2 For 2018-19 School website RAG compliance review, see: GVO >  Full Governing Body >  Library >  School Website 
Compliance RAG Audit >  2018-19 
3 For DCC school website publication guidance, see: GVO >  Key Documents >  Governance Guidance, Legislation & 
Advice >  DCC guidance - What must be on school website 

http://www.sandfordprimary.dorset.sch.uk/our-school/our-curriculum/
http://www.sandfordprimary.dorset.sch.uk/year-groups/
https://www.thegvoffice.net/LotusQuickr/sandford/Main.nsf/A7986FD2A9CD47090525670800167225/50329577DA6E12C18025821D004C7C65/?OpenDocument#{Q_event=Q_General_GoToBasePlace&Q_id=quickr_widgets_misc_eventlink_81}
https://www.thegvoffice.net/LotusQuickr/sandford/Main.nsf/A7986FD2A9CD47090525670800167225/50329577DA6E12C18025821D004C7C65/?OpenDocument#{type=1&unid=5F2A0342F29C61AD802575A6001E862E}
https://www.thegvoffice.net/LotusQuickr/sandford/Main.nsf/A7986FD2A9CD47090525670800167225/50329577DA6E12C18025821D004C7C65/?OpenDocument#{type=1&unid=3F4D41DBB7124CA3802575A6001EB1B0}
https://www.thegvoffice.net/LotusQuickr/sandford/Main.nsf/A7986FD2A9CD47090525670800167225/50329577DA6E12C18025821D004C7C65/?OpenDocument#{type=1&unid=87252DB02A5436148025831B0045FF77}
https://www.thegvoffice.net/LotusQuickr/sandford/Main.nsf/A7986FD2A9CD47090525670800167225/50329577DA6E12C18025821D004C7C65/?OpenDocument#{type=1&unid=87252DB02A5436148025831B0045FF77}
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7. Head Teacher’s Report4: 

 

The Chair thanked the HT for circulating his report well ahead of the meeting to 

allow Governors to review thoroughly. 

 

The HT invited questions and comments on his report headlines, as follows: 

 

1. NOR: There are currently 404 children on roll, up from 381 at the time of the 

last report in July. 

 

2. Staffing:  The new academic year has seen a lot of staffing changes and a 

reduction in the number of TLR (Teaching and Learning Responsibility) 

payments.  Governors asked the following questions: 

 

Q: Why does the staffing FTE in Year 5 Willow add up to more than 1.0 (Mrs L Hill - 

0.60; Mrs S Symons - 0.44) 

A: School pays PPA time on non-working day to allow class-share staff to meet, 

reducing release time and improving teaching continuity. 

 

Q: Whilst the SLT (Senior Leadership Team) has been reduced in size, the MLT 

(Middle Leadership Team) has grown significantly – what is the rationale behind 

this? 

A: We now have subject leads in all curriculum areas; this automatically 

designates those members of staff as ‘middle leaders’ for CPD purposes etc.  

The size of the new MLT is proportionate for a staff of 50. 

 

Q: The report shows that 2 x HLTA (Higher level Teaching Assistant) applications 

have been submitted.  Are we paying those staff at the higher level already? 

A: No.  Higher rate salaries will not be paid until the qualification is complete, 

following 12-14 weeks of training and external assessment. 

 

Q: The librarian post is still described as ‘vacant’.  Why has this not yet been 

advertised? 

A: There is still a financial barrier to overcome before this post can be filled. 

 

3. Headlines from Dorset 2017-18 data reports5:  DCC data reports for 2017-18 

EYFS, KS1 and KS2 have now been received and the headline strengths and 

weaknesses summarised in this report.  Governors can review the reports in full in 

GVO (see footnote) 

 

EYFS headline summary:  
 

✓ Good level of development EXP  
✓ PSED at EXP  

✓ SEN/FSM Shape Space and measure, Reading, Physical development, moving/handling       
      and self care EXP  

✓ SEN/FSM significant strength in PSED (off the chart compared to Dorset)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
4 For HT’s 18 OCT 2018 Report, see: GVO >  Full Governing Body >  Library >  Headteachers Reports to the Governing 
Body. >  Headteachers Reports 2018-19 >  18 OCT 2018 HT Report 
5 For full DCC data reports for EYFS, KS1 and KS2, see: GVO >  Full Governing Body >  Library >  Pupil Data >  2018-19 
data (inc trends from 2017-18) 

https://www.thegvoffice.net/LotusQuickr/sandford/Main.nsf/A7986FD2A9CD47090525670800167225/50329577DA6E12C18025821D004C7C65/?OpenDocument#{Q_event=Q_General_GoToBasePlace&Q_id=quickr_widgets_misc_eventlink_249}
https://www.thegvoffice.net/LotusQuickr/sandford/Main.nsf/A7986FD2A9CD47090525670800167225/50329577DA6E12C18025821D004C7C65/?OpenDocument#{type=1&unid=5F2A0342F29C61AD802575A6001E862E}
https://www.thegvoffice.net/LotusQuickr/sandford/Main.nsf/A7986FD2A9CD47090525670800167225/50329577DA6E12C18025821D004C7C65/?OpenDocument#{type=1&unid=3F4D41DBB7124CA3802575A6001EB1B0}
https://www.thegvoffice.net/LotusQuickr/sandford/Main.nsf/A7986FD2A9CD47090525670800167225/50329577DA6E12C18025821D004C7C65/?OpenDocument#{type=1&unid=80574F8E6A42B96680257E5500567B52}
https://www.thegvoffice.net/LotusQuickr/sandford/Main.nsf/A7986FD2A9CD47090525670800167225/50329577DA6E12C18025821D004C7C65/?OpenDocument#{type=1&unid=80574F8E6A42B96680257E5500567B52}
https://www.thegvoffice.net/LotusQuickr/sandford/Main.nsf/A7986FD2A9CD47090525670800167225/50329577DA6E12C18025821D004C7C65/?OpenDocument#{type=1&unid=FC9E15BFD2283CEE8025832B00549674}
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X    % of children EXCEEDING in any area  
X    Average total point scored below Dorset and National  
X    SEN Arts and Design  

 

Governors asked the following questions: 

 

Q: Why does the HT report not list any actions against the weaknesses identified 

by Dorset? 

A:  The publication of the data reports in October lags behind the drafting of 

the SIAP from the previous July onwards - these weaknesses have already been 

identified and are addressed, with actions, in the SIAP, which is a living 

document, unlike the static data reports.  The HT highlights significant strengths 

and weaknesses in his HT report, which Governors can then cross-reference with 

actions included in the full SIAP.  

 

Q:  We have frequently spoken about working more closely with feeder nurseries 

to improve the percentage of EYFS children reaching ‘Exceeding’ due to their 

low baseline on entry.  What are we doing differently to address this? 

 

A: This problem is not exclusive to School and has been acknowledged at 

county level.  This year the DHT has taken on the role of EYFS Lead and has 

written an action plan that feeds into staff performance management.  The 

Lytchett Pyramid is also reigniting its EYFS networking team to work on improving 

‘school readiness’.  However, we need to build trust first, to ensure that we have 

a good working relationship with our nurseries before tying to influence their 

practice. 

 

Q: Some other schools send EYFS teachers out on home visits before children 

start school?  Why do we not do this? 

A:  There are lots of reasons why School does not follow this approach – 

Safeguarding, sole-working and release time are among the considerations that 

would make this impractical and not cost-effective.  We do send out ‘school 

readiness’ information but acknowledge that this does not impact baseline 

levels.  However, with the DHT providing the EYFS lead this year, we are in a 

stronger position than in recent years. 

 

Q: Do the nurseries have their own action plans and do they realise that they 

are accountable? 

A: Feeder nurseries currently feel badly under-supported; pre-school support 

from County is minimal. 

 

KS1 headline summary:  

 

✓ Disadvantaged maths progress (expected to expected)  
✓ Disadvantaged writing progress (expected to expected and emerging to expected)  
✓ Disadvantaged reading progress (emerging to expected)  
✓ Boys reading at Greater Depth 
  
X    % of children achieving greater depth in R W M  
X    Progress of high Prior Attainers in R W M  
X    Girls maths when emerging  
X    Girls at greater depth in reading and writing  
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X    Ethnic minorities attendance and progress 

 

Governors asked the following questions: 

 

Q: It would appear that our disadvantaged children are now over-performing in 

some areas, whilst their non-disadvantaged peers are underperforming – why is 

this? 

A: The nationally required investment in disadvantaged children has paid off in 

School, but now there is significant work to do to expand our best practice to 

cover every child.  We are confident that Quality First Teaching from a strong 

teaching staff this year will make a difference, as will expanding individual Pupil 

Progress tracking to cover every child. 

 
KS2 headline summary:  
 
✓ % of children at expected standard in reading  

✓ Girls reading at expected standard and greater depth  

✓ Girls writing and punctuation, grammar, spelling at greater depth  

✓ Average Standardised Score in Reading  

✓ % Disadvantaged children at expected in R, W and M (+ve gap)  

 
X     Girls maths  
X     EHCP writing  
X     Maths progress (and children at expected standard compared to national)  
X     Average Standardised Score in Maths  
X     Writing progress (particularly boys)  
X     Girls punctuation, grammar, spelling  
X     Boys combined R W M (45% against 60% national)  
X     Boys punctuation, grammar, spelling at Greater Depth 

 

Governors asked the following questions: 

 

Q: There would appear to be significant gender differences in attainment at 

KS2, including Girls maths – does this suggest that last year’s approach to 

boosting girls maths has not worked? 

A:  The gender debate is complex and, in this instance, the numbers concerned 

were very small (<2).  The key to maintaining the right balance for all learners is 

through ‘Pupil Voice’ and Quality First Teaching. 

 

In conclusion, Governors agreed that the data reports showed progress and a 

couple of positive trends, but that there is a lot still to do before they can be 

satisfied.   

 

The HT reiterated that Governors should review the full data reports and that he 

would be happy to go through them with any Governor who would like further 

information. 

 

4.  HR 

 

The HT was pleased to report that staff absences since the beginning of term 

have been minimal with no current or predicted long-term absences. 
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5.  Performance Management 

 

The HT was pleased to confirm that all teaching staff will have had Performance 

Management reviews and new Performance Management targets for the year 

ahead, generally by 31st October. This process will be completed, in the main, 

by half term. Any remaining meetings have been scheduled for after half term, 

at the teachers’ request.  The HT also explained the new distributed model of 

performance management to Governors whereby KS Leads will  performance 

manage KS teachers and KS teacher, in turn, will performance manage their 

class TAs. 

  

Governors asked the following questions: 

 

Q: How do KS Leads feel about performance managing colleagues? 

A: KS Leads are really pleased to have this opportunity and responsibility.  

Discussions have been open and frank; there has been no negative feedback 

from staff. 

 

Q: Do teachers have the right skills to performance manage their TAs and would 

it be better if there were a degree of separation if ‘difficult conversations’ are 

required? 

A:  Teachers receive training from the HT and DHT and follow a prescribed 

format and agenda.  They also do a practice run ahead of the real interview 

and all evidence is then sent back to the HT or DHT for quality control. It may 

certainly be a good idea if a teacher did not manage their own TA. 

 

Q:  Does School carry out 360 degree reviews and feedback? 

A: Not currently, due to lack of capacity, but it would be a very interesting 

exercise. 

 

6.  Attendance and Behaviour 

 

In -year attendance so far for all pupils is 96.9 % (including a LAC child who has 

moved and is still on register). 

 

Governors were keen to explore the impact of removing persistent absentees 

from the figure for the sake of comparison, whilst acknowledging that these 

children must not be excluded from official figures.  All agreed that they need to 

understand the context behind the figures in order to better explain them.  The 

HT agreed to provide an extra filter in his next report. 

 

Behaviour issues are still few and far between, although a minority of pupils 

continue to present challenging behaviour for a range of reasons; since the HT 

wrote his report staff have been subject to two violent incidents that have 

subsequently been reported.  Child-on-child incidents are not reported in the 

same way, but are dealt with in line with School’s statutory Behaviour Policy6 

and Anti-Bullying Policy.7 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

PB to provide 

attendance filter 

for persistent 

absentees in 

next HT report to 

FGB 

 

                                                           
6 For Positive Behaviour Policy, see: GVO >  Policy Maintenance >  Current Policies >  Positive Behaviour Policy 2018-
20 
7 For Anti-Bullying Policy, see: GVO >  Policy Maintenance >  Current Policies >  Positive Behaviour Policy 2018-20 
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7. Self-Evaluation and Monitoring: 

 

The HT informed Governors that he has received a risk assessment from the LA 

classing School as a ‘Category 3’ school.  This is not a judgement of the school 

or the school’s leadership, but due to progress made at KS2. 

 

Governors acknowledged that this assessment does not come as a surprise; 

they were pleased to hear that the HT would like to see School classed as a 

‘Category 2’ by the same time next year.   

 

School continues to receive external support in the form of an LA advisor 

(Purbeck), funded work with the DCC maths team (to be confirmed) and the 

SEP package (4 visits per year). 

 

The HT has rated quality of teaching learning and assessment as ‘75% - Secure 

Good or better’ and ‘25% - Less than good’ but explained to Governors that this 

is a cautious evaluation and is likely to show improvement once observations 

have been updated in the next week or so.  He assured Governors that, where 

issues have been identified, steps are already being taken to address them.   

 

Current self-evaluation has been made as follows: 

 

Overall effectiveness: 2 (good) 

Effectiveness of leadership and management: 2 (good) 

Quality of teaching, learning and assessment: 2 (good) 

Personal development, behaviour and welfare: 2 (good) 

Outcomes for pupils: 2 (good)/3 (R.I.) 

 

Governors asked the following questions: 

 

Q: How can teaching, learning and assessment be rated good, if we have less 

than 100% at ‘Secure good or better’ 

A: We can still be rated good if we can show that the right strategies and 

support are in place and that we are continuing to improve.  Quality of tracking 

will be key. 

 

8. Safeguarding and H&S/site issues:  

 

Governors had no questions on this part of the report. School is awaiting a full 

Health and Safety report following a full day’s audit on Friday 12th October. The 

Chair confirmed that Graham Worthy has now completed his H&S governor 

training and will gradually be taking over this link role from the Chair.  

 

9. SEND:  

 

Governors had no questions on this part of the report.  Current overview: 

 

Total on roll: 404 

Total on register (Inc EHCP): 45 

Total SEN support: 39 

Total Statement/EHCP: 6 
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% on SEN reg: 11% 

% Girls (16): 36% 

% Boys (28): 64% 

%PPM/SEND (9) 20% 

 

10. Parents and community: 

 

The HT was pleased to report that recent ‘open school’ events have been very 

well supported by parents and grandparents; parental engagement appears to 

be improving in line with SIAP objectives. 

 

The Chair thanked the HT for his full and detailed report. 

 

Governors expressed their thanks for the report’s transparency and objectivity.  

 

8. Strategy Working Group – summary of meeting of 11 September 2018 and any 

recommendations to FGB: 

 

The Chair summarised the first Strategy Working Group meeting8 of the new 

academic year, as follows:  
 

• Governance review - reaffirmed the desire to hold a review of how we are 

operating as a governing body so we can try to be more effective and work 

smarter 

• SIAP - should include governor actions in newly revised format and governor 

visit reports should have more purpose 

• GVO – can we do without it by using office 365 as a free alternative 

• GDPR - not there yet but well on our way to full compliance 

• Site development - focus on curriculum rather than further site development 

in the short term 

 

 

9. Finance & Resources Committee – summary of meeting of 18 September 2018, 

including any virements made since last report, details of current budget 

position and any recommendations to FGB: 

 

The Chair of Governors informed Governors that he is currently also acting as 

Chair of the Finance Committee, with James Hewitson as vice-Chair, until such 

time as the LA governor role is approved and a permanent appointment can 

be made. 

 

The school budget remains exceptionally tight, with a current in-year deficit of 

£51,000, due to a lag in funding for the increased numbers now on roll.  A 

predicted surplus of £60,000 next year (FY 2019-20) is planned to balance this 

year’s deficit.   

 

The Chair assured Governors that expenditure, even of a few hundred pounds, 

is being carefully and consistently scrutinised. 

 

 

                                                           
8 For full SWG discussion notes, see: GVO >  Strategy Group >  SWG Discussion Notes >  2018-19 >  11 SEP 2018 
Strategy Working Group notes (AM) 
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10. School Improvement Committee – summary of meeting of 09 October 2018, 

including latest data receive, and any recommendations to FGB: 

 

The Chair of the School Improvement Committee made her report9 to 

Governors, summarised as follows: 

 

• After welcoming two new SIC governors, Kathryn & Colin, the Middle & 

Senior Leadership Staff reported on the latest assessment data showing the 

strengths & weaknesses of our school. 

• Governors questioned them on strategies they were using to the address the 

areas for improvement (also identified in SIAP). These were answered and 

we look forward to seeing the impact of these strategies.  

• One handicap, identified by the Chair of Governors, was the absence of 

visual material. This made it difficult to assess the verbal feedback. Paul 

acknowledges this and will rectify for future meetings. 

• SIC ‘Terms of Reference’ were agreed and Jackie Jeanes is now vice-chair.  

Jackie will also be a member of the Pay Committee. 

 

(HM left the meeting at 20:00; remaining Governors agreed to extend the 

meeting by a further 30 minutes to complete business scheduled on the 

agenda.) 

 

 

11. Ethos Group update: 

 

Revd Stuart Cocksedge reported to Governors10 that the Ethos Group is 

continuing to look at the new SIAMS framework.  He and the HT have both 

attended Diocese training to support the new framework.  The HT was confident 

that the next SIAMS inspection outcome would be ‘Good, but not 

‘Outstanding’. 

 

 

12. Link Governor roles and School Council attendance 2018-19: 

 

It was agreed that Katherine Webb will take over as E-Safety Governor from 

Mary Appleton following a period of shadowing, and Graham Worthy will 

become the new Year 2 Link Governor11.  

 

School Council attendance was also confirmed, with a rota agreed between 

Governors.  

 

(AM and DS left the meeting at 20:15; the meeting remained quorate.  The vice-

Chair took the chair from this point until the end of the meeting.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Clerk to amend 

LG list and 

forward to CP. 

                                                           
9 For full SIC Chair’s report, see: GVO >  School Improvement Committee >  Library >  SIC Chair Summary Reports to 
FGB >  2018-19 >  18 OCT 2018 SIC Chair Report for FGB 
10 For Ethos Group notes, see:  TBC 
11 For full list of 2018-19 Link Governors, see: GVO >  Full Governing Body >  Library >  Link Governance >  2018-19 
Link Governance >  Link governors and subject leaders 2018-19 (updated 19.10.2018) 
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13. 

 

Policies/Documents for review/adoption/signing  

 

a. 2018-19 Governor Code of Conduct – adopted with GDPR-compliant 

updates and signed by those present; still to be signed by those not at the 

meeting 

 

b. 2018-19 Governor Business interests – adopted unchanged and signed by 

those present; still to be signed by those not at the meeting 

 

c. 2018-19 FGB Standing Orders – adopted (subject to minor rewording to reflect    

new Governor Visits policy) 

 

d.  2018-19 FRC Terms of Reference – adopted with changes approved by FRC , 

18 September 2018 

 

e.  2018-19 SIC Terms of Reference – adopted unchanged, as approved by SIC 

09 October 2018 

 

f.   2018-20 Governor Visits to School Policy – adopted with changes approved 

by staff and FGB 

 

g.  2018-19 Child Protection Policy – adopted with DCC-approved changes; 

signed as read by those present; still to be signed as read by those not at the 

meeting 

 

h.  2018 KCSiE (Keeping Children Safe in Education) – adopted with DCC- 

approved changes; signed as read by those present; still to be signed as read 

by those not at the meeting 

 

i.  2018-19 Whistleblowing Policy and Procedure - adopted unchanged 

 

j.  2018-19 Intimate Care Policy – adopted unchanged 

 

k.  2018-19 Dorset Scheme for Financing Schools – adopted with DCC-approved 

changes 

 

l.  2018-20 Data Protection Policy – adopted with GDPR-compliant changes 

approved by FGB 

 

m.  2018-19 Teachers’ Appraisal and Capability Policy - adopted unchanged 

 

n.   2018-19 Teachers Pay Policy -  adopted with DCC-approved changes 

 

The accompanying policy adoption sheet was signed by all those present. 

    

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Clerk to amend 

FGB Standing 

Orders before 

next meeting 

and to ensure 

those not present 

for signing do so 

at next meeting 

14. Policies/Documents under development/due to expire before end of term: 

 

a.  School Admissions’ Policy 2020-21 - in re-draft; deadline for publication 

following local consultation – February 2019 

 

 

 

 
DAK/MA 
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b.  Pay Committee Terms of Reference – Pay Committee to review at November 

committee meeting 

 

c.  Accessibility Policy and Plan – PB, HC, DIK to review (to dovetail with SEND 

Policy review in future) 

 

d.  Staff Disciplinary Policy and Procedure – PB to cross-reference with current 

DCC model 

 

 

DAK/JJ/JH/PB 

 

 

 

PB, HC, DIK 

 

 

 

PB 

15. School/Community update: 

 

MA was pleased to report that £2,211 has been pledged in this year’s Charity 

Swim to improve the school’s play and sports’ facilities. 

 

66 children swam for the school. 

27 parents & governors acted as team managers and swimming helpers. 

 

Governors expressed their thanks to MA for all her hard work and dedication to 

making this event so successful. 

 

 

16. Correspondence: None that has not already been discussed elsewhere on this 

agenda 

 

 

17. Confidential Minutes of previous FGB meeting of 19 July 2018:  

 

The confidential minutes of 19 July 2018 were accepted as an accurate record, 

signed and dated by the Chair. 

 

 

18. Re-appointment of LA Governor:  The re-nomination of Deborah Smith as the 

governing board’s LA representative was discussed and approved.  The 

submission will now be forwarded to the LA Panel for consideration at its 

meeting at the end of November 2018. 

 

Clerk to forward 

all completed 

paperwork to 

governor 

Services before 

NOV deadline. 

19. Items for next agenda: 

 

• Annual Equality Report 

• (Official) SEF 

 

 

 

 

The meeting closed at 20:40. 

__________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

Date and time of next meeting: FGB, Thursday, 13 December 2018, 18:00, venue TBC 

                           
 


